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Low Temperature and G.W. Detectors: an old idea
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Test Test masses masses and and suspensions thermal noise reduces suspensions thermal noise reduces at at low low temperature:temperature:

Thermoelastic noise both Thermoelastic noise both of the of the mirror substrates mirror substrates and and coatings decreasecoatings decrease::

 Thermal expansion Thermal expansion rate a rate a decreases decreases at at low low temperature;temperature;
Thermorefractive noiseThermorefractive noise

 Local fluctuation of the refraction index

Thermal lensingThermal lensing::
 Thermal conductivity increases Thermal conductivity increases and and consequently reduces thermal gradientsconsequently reduces thermal gradients

on the on the coatingcoating;;
 Refraction index variation with Refraction index variation with temperature temperature is very small is very small at at low low temperature;temperature;

Losses Losses of some of some materials decrease materials decrease at at low low temperaturetemperature

Why low tempWhy low temp. . for for GW GW InterferometersInterferometers??
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Enhanced Detector
(Plas = 50 Watt, F =150, T =300 K, monolithic suspensions)
                                  Pcavity ~ 100 kW – thermal lensing (needed compensation)

Thermal (mirror)

Thermal (pendulum)

Newtonian

Readout
(Shot+Radiation)



we notice thatwe notice that……
The Newtonian noise is one of the limits for theThe Newtonian noise is one of the limits for the
sensitivity improvement below 20Hz;sensitivity improvement below 20Hz;
The coating thermal noise limits the sensitivity betweenThe coating thermal noise limits the sensitivity between
20Hz and 100Hz;20Hz and 100Hz;
The thermal lens is importantThe thermal lens is important
((PPcavitycavity  = 100 kW, = 100 kW, PPcoatcoat=0=0.1 W>>.1 W>>PPsubstratesubstrate))
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A A crucial motivation forcrucial motivation for
coolig coolig the the mirrormirror::
  thermal lensingthermal lensing

Temperature Temperature gradientgradient
in the steady statein the steady state

Temperature distributionTemperature distribution
in the steady statein the steady state

Temperature increasingTemperature increasing

 The  The sensitivity improvement asks for sensitivity improvement asks for aa
more more reliable reliable and and effective thermaleffective thermal
compensationcompensation;;

Temperature [K]

Temperature Grad [K/m]Temperature Gradient  [K/m]
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we we stress stress thatthat……
  Mirror cooling reduces Mirror cooling reduces the the mirror thermal noisemirror thermal noise;;

The The thermal lensing is likely to be thermal lensing is likely to be zerozero  because because thethe
thermal expansion coefficients tend to thermal expansion coefficients tend to zero at zero at cryogeniccryogenic
temperaturestemperatures;;

As As the the stored stored power power gets highergets higher, , cooling cooling the system the system isis
more and more more and more necessarynecessary:  :  all all the the systems involving systems involving aa
stored stored high power high power need cryogenics need cryogenics (LHC, (LHC, Tokamak Tokamak ……))
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The mirror coolingThe mirror cooling
Issues (1)Issues (1)

Mirror and its suspension wires:Mirror and its suspension wires:
 wires and mirror materials compatible with good mechanicalwires and mirror materials compatible with good mechanical

and thermal properties;and thermal properties;

•• High thermal conductivities materials;High thermal conductivities materials;

•• Low mechanical and optical losses;Low mechanical and optical losses;

SiO2 is out :

a) Amorphous phase:

huge thermal capacity and low thermal
conductivity @LT

b) Anomalous thermal contraction vs
temperature



A A promising promising material material as mirror substrate is siliconas mirror substrate is silicon
SiSihigh high thermal conductivitythermal conductivity

very low thermal expansionvery low thermal expansion
(zero (zero below below 17K)17K)
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Other  promising Other  promising material material for for the the mirror suspension wiresmirror suspension wires: : higher thermalhigher thermal
conductivity conductivity and and good mechanical propertiesgood mechanical properties

"Thermal Conductivity of Isotopically Enriched
Silicon," T. Ruf, et al, Solid State
Communications, Vol 115, No. 5, p.243 (2000).

Doped Silicon 

A. Woodcraft, "Recommended values for the thermal conductivity
of aluminium of different purities in the cryogenic to room
temperature range, and a comparison with copper" Cryogenics
45(9):626-636, 2005.

Pure Aluminum
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Q to the refrigerator

Q from laser beam

Mirror Reaction Mass: 
Thermal Shield at ~ 4K

Marionetta Reaction Mass: 
Thermal Shield at ~ 4K

High Efficiency Soft Thermal Links
(e.g. pure Al, copper)

Vacuum Chamber
and Cryostat
Thermal Shields

Silicon Monolithic Suspension

Simulation result
 Tmirror ~ 7 K



Mirror Mirror laser laser heating heating at at cryogeniccryogenic
temperaturestemperatures

((monolythic silicon payloadmonolythic silicon payload))

 Adv Cryo Detector
Pcavity=500kW
Pcoat=0.5 W
thermal gradient

Simulation performed with
doped silicon wires (high
conductivity) L=70 cm φ = 3
mm

• The thermal gradient is a factor
~600
 lower than  that in an enhanced
detector
(Pcavity~100 kW, @Room Temp. )

Temperature [K]

[s]

Temperature Gradient  [K/m]



Refrigeration system:Refrigeration system:
 The The injected mechanical noise must be negligibleinjected mechanical noise must be negligible,,

the sensitivity must be preserved:the sensitivity must be preserved:
 Good mechanical isolation between the mirror and the coolingGood mechanical isolation between the mirror and the cooling

system;system;

 Cooling time of the mirror as low as possibleCooling time of the mirror as low as possible::
 Good thermal couplings;Good thermal couplings;
 High refrigeration power;High refrigeration power;

How we can cool mirrorsHow we can cool mirrors
Issues (2)Issues (2)



The lesson of the resonant G.W. Detectors @LT
The first cryogenic antenna in the world
1974-1980:
M=20 kg, T =4 K , f ~ 5 kHz

The second cryogenic antenna of the Rome group -1978: 
M~ 400 kg, T =4 K , f ~ 1.8 kHz

No excess noise

Excess noise in the first 
phase of operation



Liquid helium below the λ point and resonant G.W.
detectors @LTData from the Antenna

EXPLORER
installed at CERN f ~ 900 Hz

P. Astone, M. Bassan, P. Bonifazi, E. Coccia, C. Cosmelli, S. Frasca, E. Majorana, I. Modena, G. V. Pallottino, G. Pizzella,
P. Rapagnani, F. Ricci, M. Visco: "Noise behaviour of the EXPLORER gravitational wave antenna during the λ transition to
superfluid phase" Cryogenics, 32, (1992) 668 – 670



A (crazy ?) idea for cooling the mirror!
Very high heat capacity…prevents  small transient temperature fluctuations
Very high thermal conductivity… is able to conduct away heat a thousand times
better than a metallic conductor like copper.
~Enhanced heat removal capability of unsaturated superfluid helium
~No viscosity and No boiling
~Massive use of Super fluid helium is possible: super fluid helium is widely used
for cooling the LHC superconducting magnets

A possible configuration : the “bain de Claudet  “ permits to use
super fluid helium at atmospherique pressure and to insure
continuous refilling from the container of the helium in the normal
state

The best way to extract  the heat  from the mirrors :
A new suspension: silicon micro-tubes  filled by super fluid helium at
atmospherique pressure !!

No viscosity - No boiling - Higher refrigeration power - Continuous
operation with the Claudet bain!!

Claudet Bain



A more conservative appoach based on the new
generation of  Cryocoolers

First stage Second stage

The Pulse Tube cryo-cooler is a closed cycle refrigerator

- At present  the max refrigeration power  is 2W at 4K  (G.Thummes -University of Giessen -
Germany - private communication)

- No mechanical components moving at low temperature

- Standing wave of high pressure helium gas with the main harmonic around 1Hz.

- Attenuation of the residual vibration generated by the pulse tube is
needed



VFC (Vibration Free Cryostat) schemeVFC (Vibration Free Cryostat) scheme

Pulse Tube

S. Caparrelli, E. Majorana, V. Moscatelli, E. Pascucci, M. Perciballi, P. Puppo, P. Rapagnani, F. Ricci 
"Vibration-free cryostat for low-noise applications of a pulse tube cryocooler", Rev. of Sci. Inst. 77, 095102 (2006).

 T. Tomaru et al. Cryogenics, 44 (2004).  ( Passive vibration insulation system for the cryocooler)
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Control chainControl chain
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Second cold stage vibrations (Second cold stage vibrations (fiber fiber bundle sensor)bundle sensor)

displacement noise
density

Time signal

[ ] HzHzmx 129 @/µ=!
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Vibration of the cold head reduced (@T=4K)Vibration of the cold head reduced (@T=4K)

! 

"x
OL

"x
CL

=117 @ 1Hz

The vibration reduction scheme
works
The sensing will be modify to
reduce the
noise floor at closed loop.

displacement noise
density

[ ] HzHzmx 129 @/µ=!

Last minute result:

! 

"x
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"x
CL

= 220 @ 1Hz



The The Prototype Prototype of of Cryogenic PayloadCryogenic Payload

  We designed We designed and and built built a a cryogenic payload scaled cryogenic payload scaled 1:3.5 1:3.5 compared to compared to thethe
VIRGO standard VIRGO standard payloadpayload

 Silicon mirror Silicon mirror ((Preliminary assembly with Preliminary assembly with a a fake aluminumfake aluminum
mirrormirror););

 Mirror suspended by silicon strips attached with silica bondingMirror suspended by silicon strips attached with silica bonding
((Present suspensions Present suspensions are are copper stripscopper strips))

 Marionette Marionette hosting hosting the the central insert made central insert made of of silicon silicon (at (at presentpresent
the the central insert is made central insert is made of of aluminumaluminum););

 Reaction Reaction mass of the mass of the mirror made mirror made of of coppercopper, gold , gold coatedcoated;;
 Reaction Reaction mass of the marionette mass of the marionette made made of  of  coppercopper, gold , gold coatedcoated..
 Electromagnetic actuators like Electromagnetic actuators like the the Virgo mirror lateral onesVirgo mirror lateral ones

((macor supportmacor support, , copper wire kapton insulatedcopper wire kapton insulated););
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Mini payload made ofMini payload made of
silicon:silicon: 1/3.5 scaled 1/3.5 scaled

Si

Si

Copper insert in the silicon 
marionetta suspension point
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Cooling test on the small scale
payload prototype
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Calibration Calibration of the of the fiber bundle sensor fiber bundle sensor onon
the the mirror mirror at at cryogenic cryogenic temperaturetemperature
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PSD (Horizontal displacement) 
PSD (Vertical displacement)
Fiber Bundle (Sensor used also at low temp.)
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MinipayloadMinipayload
Mechanical ModesMechanical Modes

(room temperature(room temperature
measurementsmeasurements;;

Noise  injected by coilsNoise  injected by coils))

sensor monitoring sensor monitoring thethe
mirror mirror positionposition

Torsional mode

Pendulum mode

V/(Hz)1/2
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ModesModes
identificationidentification

2.4 Hz

2.1 Hz

3.3 Hz
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Modes shifts with Modes shifts with temperaturetemperature
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Next stepsNext steps
Improve Improve the the vibration reduction schemevibration reduction scheme

 To modify To modify the the sensing scheme to improve sensing scheme to improve the the noisenoise
    floor     floor at at closed loop to closed loop to the control of the the control of the horizontal degrees horizontal degrees ofof

freedom freedom ;;

Full scale Full scale cryogenic payload cryogenic payload ((with siliconwith silicon))

•• Test  a full scale Test  a full scale silicon mirror silicon mirror at at cryogenic cryogenic temperature intemperature in
the EGO the EGO cryostatcryostat;;

•• To define in a realistic way the refrigeration procedureTo define in a realistic way the refrigeration procedure
•• The properties of the full scale silicon mirror.The properties of the full scale silicon mirror.
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  The EGO CTF cryostatThe EGO CTF cryostat
task manager R. task manager R. Passaquieti Passaquieti (INFN-Pisa)(INFN-Pisa)

EGO staffEGO staff
Cryostat built in Cryostat built in Cascina Cascina (Virgo site (Virgo site –– 1500 West Arm) 1500 West Arm)

Equipped with 2 pulse tube Equipped with 2 pulse tube cryogenerators cryogenerators (1 Watt of(1 Watt of
heat power extracted at 4K )heat power extracted at 4K )

It will host a full cryogenic payload  with oneIt will host a full cryogenic payload  with one
attenuation stage.attenuation stage.
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Cryo-Compatible Superattenuator Cryo-Compatible Superattenuator designdesign
Pintracavity= 500 kW
αcoating=1ppm
Pcoating=500  mW

•High Thermal impedance 
MRM wire

•The upper part is thermally 
insulated by thermal screens
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ConclusionsConclusions
Cooling mirrors reduces all those noises temperature dependent;Cooling mirrors reduces all those noises temperature dependent;
Use of silicon seems promising;Use of silicon seems promising;
The thermal lensing absent;The thermal lensing absent;
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